
Waukesha Lacrosse Club League Affiliation 
Frequently Asked Questions 

Q: I have heard that there was “bad blood” between Waukesha Lacrosse and MAYLA. Why would we 
consider rejoining that league? 
 
A: Although it is true that WLC left MAYLA for legitimate reasons nearly six years ago, the vast majority of 
those issues have been resolved. MAYLA invited WLC to rejoin their league nearly three years ago, but we 
declined in order to continue trying to grow SEWLAX. MAYLA has extended to all SEWLAX clubs an “open 
invitation” to join their league, and we are currently in discussions with their Board of Directors to determine 
whether MAYLA would be the best fir for WLC. The WLC Board of Directors is committed to investigating all 
options. 
 
Q: Madison? Wouldn’t that require a lot of travel for WLC clubs? 
 
A: Unfortunately, WLC affiliation with either MAYLA or MadLAX will present challenges for both WLC families 
and families of the other league clubs. WLC families will need to be more open to game day travel. MAYLA has 
clubs as far north as West Bend and Ozaukee, and as far south as Franklin, Kenosha, and Racine. MadLAX 
clubs range geographically from Hudson, to Janesville, to Sun Prairie and Watertown. In early discussions with 
MadLAX officials, they have expressed both willingness and desire to adopt a more regional model, with multi-
game, neutral site events to limit travel for all involved. It is still unclear whether MAYLA would be willing to 
make scheduling or regionalization modifications to accommodate new club members. 
 
Q: What about the Top Cheese Tournament? Will that continue? 
 
A: The founding SEWLAX clubs have all expressed a desire to keep the Top Cheese Tournament running. This 
tournament has attracted clubs from Wisconsin, Illinois, Minnesota, and even Missouri, and one of our top 
priorities is maintaining this tournament with the diversity of talent and skill it attracts. We believe it provides an 
opportunity for our teams to experience the best lacrosse has to offer. Having said that, our ability to keep Top 
Cheese in our schedule may depend on our league affiliation, and this is one of the factors informing our 
decision. 
 
Q: Some friends of ours play with MAYLA teams, and they have complained that their playing schedule 
is limited. Will WLC’s schedule be limited if we join MAYLA? 
 
A: MAYLA’s scheduling model is “one game Saturday, one game Sunday” and that is not likely to change in the 
foreseeable future. MAYLA runs games in age bracket order from 9:00 AM to approximately 1:00 PM on 
Saturdays, and roughly 12:00 PM to 5:00 PM on Sundays. MAYLA’s president has made it clear that he 
expects all MAYLA teams to honor this schedule, but he also emphasized that individual clubs are free to 
schedule other games outside these time blocks. MAYLA also leaves Mother’s Day weekend and Memorial 
Day weekend open. All MAYLA clubs are free to schedule their own games and events for these weekends. 
That being said, the MAYLA commissioner estimates that all teams will play 13-15 games over the course of 
the season, including their Laxtravaganza Tournament in the beginning of June. 
 
Q: What about play dates? Those were a great way to play a lot of lacrosse without a lot of travel. 
 
A: The small size of SEWLAX is what motivated and allowed the adoption of play dates as part of the SEWLAX 
scheduling model. Organizing play dates will be significantly more difficult with a deeper league schedule. 
However, because both MAYLA and MadLAX are significantly larger than SEWLAX, WLC teams will play a 
wider variety of teams within either league. One of the options currently under consideration at MadLAX is a 
reduction in league scheduling with more open dates over the course of the season. This would allow individual 
clubs to schedule more out-of-league games or to run play dates. This flexibility is not currently under 
consideration at MAYLA. 
 
Q: Must the boys and girls teams belong to the same league? 
  
A: There is nothing in the WLC bylaws that requires boys and girls teams to play in the same league. Splitting 
WLC’s league affiliation is certainly possible. Although league splitting will likely create some administrative 
overhead and logistical issues, the WLC Board of Directors is evaluating all options.  
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Q: Will our game schedules be more predictable with either MAYLA or MadLAX? 
 
A: In general, game scheduling should be significantly less fluid than it has in the past. MAYLA’s scheduling 
model is currently the most rigid, with MadLAX offering slightly more flexibility. However, this could change 
depending on any regionalization or multi-game / neutral site options adopted by MadLAX. Some flexibility is 
still required in order to consider increasing the number of games beyond those mandated by the league 
schedule.  
 
Q: When we move to a new league, will we still have to volunteer for games and other activities? 
 
A: WLC’s league affiliation does not change the fact that we are an all-volunteer club. Regardless of our league 
affiliation, we are still required to provide game day volunteers at all home games. Running the Top Cheese 
Tournament requires considerable volunteer commitment, during both the planning stages and the actual 
event. Furthermore, the Club has duties and responsibilities that extend beyond the playing season, and 
volunteers are therefore required year-round to ensure proper Club operation. 
 
Q: Will our membership fees increase as a result of moving to a new league? 
 
A: SEWLAX, MAYLA, and MadLAX have similar registration fee structures. An increase in WLC membership 
fees is therefore unlikely, although not impossible. Our cost to participate in the Top Cheese Tournament, if it 
continues, will increase fairly significantly, and registration fees may have to be adjusted to account for that 
increase. 
 
Q: We had a younger child participate in the Waukesha Park District program and she wants to 
continue playing. Does either league have a restriction on children younger than a certain age? 
 
A: Regrettably, this is still an open question. MAYLA uses a grade level classification system and therefore 
does not accommodate players younger than third grade. MadLAX uses a “U” classification system and will 
allow a younger player to “play up” – at the parents’ and coaches’ discretion – if they do not have a young 
enough team to accommodate a player. WLC is committed to player safety as well as growing the sport, and 
we would like nothing better than to fill “the pipeline” with enthusiastic young players.  
 
Q: If Waukesha Lacrosse joins MadLAX, will we be able to get referees for our home and neutral site 
games? 
 
A: This is currently the biggest concern for MadLAX officials. Although WLC has experienced a slight decline in 
boys registrations that is not quite balanced by the increase in girls registrations, the sport continues to grow in 
other areas of the state. The large geographic area covered by MadLAX has already put a strain on their 
available referee and umpire pools, and extending their geographic footprint farther east will further tax the 
existing resources. It may be possible for referees affiliated with MAYLA to help alleviate the resource 
limitations, but negotiations on this point have only just started. MadLAX members are available to train new 
officials to cover this area of the state, but we need more individuals willing to join the officiating ranks. 
 
Q: When will the WLC Board of Directors make a decision on league affiliation? 
 
A: The Board is targeting a decision date prior to the end of 2016. 
 

 


